
American Aires Partners with Video Platform,
Rumble, Launches Campaign Featuring
Russell Brand Reading Aires Ads

Rumble averaged 67 million monthly active users in Q4 20231

Russell Brand's show on Rumble has 1.87 million followers1

The video platform reaches potential Aires customers around the world

Toronto, Ontario--(Newsfile Corp. - April 24, 2024) - American Aires Inc. (CSE: WIFI) (OTC Pink: AAIRF)
("Aires" or the "Company"), a pioneer in cutting-edge technology designed to protect against
electromagnetic radiation and optimize human health, has been working with Rumble Inc. in an ongoing
effort over the past year to test the traffic and conversion performance of their video platform, Rumble,
which averaged global Monthly Active Users (MAUs) of 67 million in Q4 2023, an increase of 16% from
Q3 20231. That groundwork has now culminated in Aires officially launching a pilot test that consists of a
paid ad campaign on Rumble that will feature one of Rumble’s most popular influencers, English
comedian, actor, and influencer, Russell Brand, reading 1 Aires ad per week over multiple episodes of
the Brand’s show on Rumble, which has 1.87 million followers. Rumble will also display pre-roll "run of
network" ad placements before or after Brand’s shows air on Rumble during the campaign. Aires will
use the test campaign to determine the full potential of the Rumble platform for scaling up marketing
efforts to drive increased sales.

American Aires CEO, Josh Bruni, commented: "It's very significant that this test campaign features
Russell Brand. He not only aligns well with the Aires brand but also has a growing global audience
through Rumble and across other media platforms that can reach potential Aires customers around the
world. Our team is constantly exploring new channels to reach potential customers effectively and
efficiently. Rumble has continued to evolve its platform to the point it's become a notable part of our
overall strategy. They have been excellent partners in crafting a strategy that not only amplifies our
broader message but also allows us to stay within our high bar for performance standards."

About American Aires Inc.
American Aires Inc. is a Canadian-based nanotechnology company committed to enhancing well-being
and environmental safety through science-led innovation, education, and advocacy. The company has
developed a proprietary silicon-based resonator that protect against the harmful effects of
electromagnetic radiation (EMR). Aires' Lifetune products target EMR emitted by consumer electronic
devices such as cellphones, computers, baby monitors, and Wi-Fi, including the more powerful and
rapidly expanding high-speed 5G networks. Aires is listed on the CSE under the ticker 'WIFI' and on the
OTC Pink under the symbol 'AAIRF'. Learn more at www.investors.airestech.com.
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Certain information set forth in this news release may contain forward-looking statements that involve
substantial known and unknown risks and uncertainties. All statements other than statements of
historical fact are forward-looking statements, including, without limitation, statements regarding future
financial position, future market position, growth, innovations, global impact, business strategy,
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product adoption, use of proceeds, corporate vision, proposed acquisitions, strategic partnerships,
joint ventures and strategic alliances and co-operations, budgets, cost and plans and objectives of or
involving the Company. Such forward-looking information reflects management's current beliefs and
is based on information currently available to management. Often, but not always, forward-looking
statements can be identified by the use of words such as "plans", "expects", "is expected", "budget",
"scheduled", "estimates", "forecasts", "predicts", "intends", "targets", "aims", "anticipates" or
"believes" or variations (including negative variations) of such words and phrases or may be identified
by statements to the effect that certain actions "may", "could", "should", "would", "might" or "will" be
taken, occur or be achieved. A number of known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors
may cause the actual results or performance to materially differ from any future results or performance
expressed or implied by the forward-looking information. These forward-looking statements are
subject to numerous risks and uncertainties, certain of which are beyond the control of the Company
including, but not limited to, the impact of general economic conditions, industry conditions and
dependence upon regulatory approvals. Certain material assumptions regarding such forward-looking
statements may be discussed in this news release and the Company's annual and quarterly
management's discussion and analysis filed at www.sedarplus.ca. Readers are cautioned that the
assumptions used in the preparation of such information, although considered reasonable at the time
of preparation, may prove to be imprecise and, as such, undue reliance should not be placed on
forward-looking statements. The Company does not assume any obligation to update or revise its
forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events, or otherwise, except
as required by securities laws.

No securities regulatory authority has either approved or disapproved of the contents of this news
release. The Shares have not been, nor will they be, registered under the United States Securities Act
of 1933, as amended, or any state securities laws, and may not be offered or sold in the United States,
or to or for the account or benefit of any person in the United States, absent registration or an
applicable exemption from the registration requirements. This press release shall not constitute an
offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any common shares in the United States, or in any
other jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful. We seek safe harbour.

Neither the Canadian Securities Exchange nor its Market Regulator (as that term is defined in the
policies of the Canadian Securities Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of
this news release.

1 Source: https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2024/03/27/2853604/0/en/Rumble-Reports-Fourth-Quarter-and-Full-Year-2023-
Results.html
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